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Reader Reviews: 

• Free drawing for an autographed copy of Statue of Ku 
• Meet mother/daughter team: 

- Tricia Stewart Shiu - Author 
- Sydney Shiu - Illustrator 

• Admittance is free 
 

About the book: 
 
The second book in the Moa Book Series follows Hillary and Moa as they 
jet to Egypt on the Prince’s private plane to reclaim Moa’s family 
heirloom, the inimitable statue of Ku. Once on the ground, however, they 
find that their search is less about retrieving a treasured family 
possession and more about tracing a healing path in their genetic lineage 
to its true beginning. Their journey involves magic, sacrifice and 
discovering their unique healing gifts, which live within all of us. Their 
story intertwines with that of the real boy, Ku — his questions, his travails 
and, eventually, his triumph. In their continuing search for the Statue, 
Hillary and Moa find that the answer to every question they seek is where 
they least expect it and that healing gifts are not lost but merely forgotten.

 
Fabulous Second Installment! 
“Too often follow-up books don't measure up to the first and leave the reader feeling annoyed; I promise you The 
Statue of Ku will keep you glued to your Kindle//Nook//book until the very end. I can't wait to be able to read the 
third installment - The Iron Shinto - and follow the rest of the women's incredible journey.” – Angieleigh 
 
Powerful and Inspirational Story 
“"You can either let fear control you or let it go." This was the most powerful and inspirational sentence I've ever 
read. The fear is that thing that controls you, that makes you do or not do some things. Fear stops us from living 
our best. Fear stops us enjoying the life. So you have a choice: you can either let fear control you or let it go and 
live your life. This is a story for fear and courage. A story for friendship and love. A story for slavery and freedom. A 
story for magic and real.” – Marina 
 
A remarkable read that will have a profound impact upon its reader 
“This remarkable, original and insightful book is intense and quite captivating, that honestly did exceed any 
expectations I had before. Deep and complex I loved the mixture of narrative and storytelling that you could lose 
yourself within alongside the facts and information, on healing, rituals and stones. I cannot wait to read the third 
book and sequel to Statue of Ku and honestly believe that Tricia Stewart Shiu is an outstanding writer.”	  – Lucinda 


